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ABSTRACT
In the search for a Single-Stage-to-Orbit rocket, Altitude Compensating Nozzles
concepts (ACNs) have been proposed since the 1950s, but research has stalled despite
the modern analysis tools available. These nozzle concepts offer optimum performance
at two or more altitude settings. This research chose three of these concepts, these
being the Dual Bell, Expansion-Deflection, and Aerospike, which were designed and
analyzed at various pressure ratios (NPR=10,15,30,36,30,45) using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software FLUENT. Simulations generated pressure distributions
along the nozzle wall, which allowed to calculate data values such as thrust coefficients.
Nozzle efficiency is calculated from this data and used to compare all nozzle
concepts. The Aerospike nozzle showed the largest efficiencies, between 97-98%, for
all NPRs. The Dual Bell showed efficiencies of 88-93% for low NPRs and then, during
its transition to the operation on the second bell, the efficiencies lowered to 64-73%. For
the Expansion-Deflection case, nozzle efficiencies were calculated between 75-82% for
low NPRs, but they increased to 92% on high NPRs. While more simulations are
necessary for a definite conclusion, these results suggest that the Aerospike possesses
significantly superior altitude compensating capabilities over the Dual Bell and the
Expansion-Deflection nozzles.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The modern rocket engine dates back well over 100 years ago. Developed by
pioneers such as Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, Oberth, and von Braun, rocketry evolved from
early theoretical formulas and concepts to the inclusion of liquid propellants and
turbopumps on the engines, and eventually to the launch of the Saturn V rocket. However,
the earliest efforts in the optimization of rocket nozzles dates back to 1958, when G. V.
Rao proposed the optimal bell nozzle contour through the Method of Characteristics.
In the last fifty years, space transportation and exploration programs have been
largely driven by the costs of operation. Many programs like the Apollo, the Space Shuttle,
and even space startups have been shut down due to funding limitations. As Hagemann
explains, the reduction of launch costs and launcher reliability are key demands for the
future of spaceflight [1]. As a result, most of the research done on aerospace systems has
been regarding its operational efficiency, either through the increase the performance
parameters or reduction the initial rocket mass. These efforts have been achieved through
analysis of propellant choice, feed system design, increasing thrust chamber performance,
improving nozzle design, and multi-staging. Several nozzle designs have been proposed in
an attempt to reduce the divergence losses or losses due to performance in off-design
altitude operation settings. Some of the most promising options are the Altitude Adaptive
Nozzles, also known as Altitude Compensating Nozzles (ACNs), whose contours offer
significantly less performance losses in off-design operation. This is achieved with the
adaptation of nozzle exit pressures to the variations of in the ambient pressure during the
rocket’s ascent through the atmosphere. This thesis will present a computational analysis
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of several altitude adapting rocket nozzles and a direct comparison through performance
parameters such as thrust and specific impulse [2].

Chapter 2: Background
Chapter 2 discusses the theory behind rocket nozzles, the basic principles of flow through
a nozzle, and the performance parameters of interest. Special consideration will be put
into the flow through an altitude adapting nozzles.
2.1 Nozzle Theory

For a thermodynamic flow analysis and preliminary rocket nozzle design, it is
customary to assume ideal rocket propulsion conditions, such as: (1) the working fluid is
considered homogeneous in composition, (2) flow is considered single-phase gaseous
which obeys the perfect gas law, (3) system is adiabatic, that is, there is no heat transfer
between the flow and the nozzle walls, (4) wall friction and boundary layer effects are
negligible, (5) no shock waves or other discontinuities happen throughout the nozzle, (6)
propellant flow is steady and constant, allowing for the gas expansion to be uniform and
steady, and (7) flow is considered at chemical equilibrium at the nozzle entrance (frozen
flow). Correction factors are later used to obtain more accurate results in calculations.
In a nozzle whose inlet is at the end of the combustion chamber, and the outlet
opens to the atmosphere, the pressure differential between the chamber pressure, 𝑃 , and
the ambient pressure, 𝑃 , will create a flow. Since the flow is assumed adiabatic and without
any shaft work, the conservation of energy principle can be applied. In the absence of
shocks or friction, the change in flow entropy is zero. Therefore, enthalpy, h, defined as
the sum of internal thermal energy plus the flow work, becomes of interest. For ideal
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gasses, enthalpy may also be defined as the product of the specific heat, 𝑐 , times the
absolute temperature T.
ℎ=𝑐 𝑇

(1)

Under these conditions, the total or stagnation enthalpy per unit mass remains constant
through the nozzle flow:
ℎ =ℎ+

𝐽 = constant

(2)

Considering the conservation of energy applied to isentropic flows between two points on
the nozzle shows that a decrease static enthalpy corresponds with an increase with kinetic
energy:
ℎ − ℎ = (𝑣 − 𝑣 )/J= 𝑐 (𝑇 − 𝑇 )

(3)

The principle of conservation of mass in steady flows with a single inlet and outlet can be
expressed with the continuity equation:
𝑚̇ = 𝑚̇ = 𝐴 𝑣 𝜌 = 𝐴 𝑣 𝜌

(4)

Which shows that the velocity of the flow is inversely proportional to the area. This means
that, throughout the flow, for the enthalpy to decrease and the kinetic energy to increase,
as shown on Eq. 3, and to also comply with the continuity equation, the cross-sectional
area of the nozzle must decrease, creating the convergent section of the nozzle.
Decreasing the pressure differential between 𝑃 and 𝑃 or the cross-sectional area
will increase the mass flow rate across the nozzle. However, after a certain point, no further
decrease in the ambient pressure will result in additional increase of mass flow rate. At this
8

point, called the critical pressure, the flow rate has achieved its maximum and is said to be
“choked.” At this choked condition, the flow reaches the speed of sound (Mach 1). The
section of the nozzle where the flow becomes choked is also the section of the smallest
cross-sectional area and is referred as the throat.
Once the flow rate is choked and achieves Mach 1, the flow is sonic and
compressibility effects must be considered. To further increase the flow velocity, under
supersonic conditions, the flow has to expand. During this process, called isentropic
expansion, the pressure drops substantially along with the temperature, while the volume
increase. Through the expansion of the gasses, divergent portion continues to convert the
enthalpy to kinetic energy.
Through the use of combinations of the differential forms of the conservation of
mass and conservation of energy equations, and the definition of speed of sound and Mach
number, as shown by Anderson a key relationship between Mach number and area ratio is
obtained [3]:

=

1+

𝑀

(5)

This equation shows that a gas must flow through a convergent-divergent duct, in
this case nozzle, if it is to isentropically expand a gas from subsonic to supersonic speeds.
The length to which a gas in expanded in the divergent section is described through
the ratio of the area of the nozzle at the exit section to the area of the nozzle at the throat.
Ideally, to produce the largest amount of thrust, or force produced by the exiting of the
gasses from the nozzle, the exit pressure, 𝑃 , must match the ambient pressure, 𝑃 . When
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the two pressure values are equal, it is considered optimum expansion and optimum
performance. If the gasses are not expanded enough such as the exit pressure is still larger
than the ambient pressure, the flow will remain attached for the full length of the nozzle,
but expansion waves will form outside the exit section and the jet outside the nozzle would
have a larger diameter than the exit diameter of the nozzle. In this case the expansion is
considered incomplete, the flow is said to be underexpanded, and the performance will be
less than optimal. On the other hand, if the gasses are expanded to the point where the exit
pressure is slightly lower than the ambient pressure, flow will remain attached for the full
length of the nozzle, but oblique shock waves and a slight flow jet contraction would
develop outside the nozzle exit section. If the exit pressure is significantly lower than the
ambient pressure, flow separation would occur inside the nozzle at an area smaller than the
exit area and the diameter of the exiting jet will be smaller than the diameter of the exit
section. The separation point depends on the local pressure and the wall contour but with
increasing ambient pressures, the separation point would move upstream. Shock waves
may also for outside the exit section. For this last two cases of exit pressures being lower
than the ambient pressures, the expansion is lower than optimal and said to be
overexpanded. This scenario can be seen in Fig.1 [4]
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Figure 1: Nozzle operating at Overexpanded, Optimum, and Underexpanded modes [4]

2.2 Performance Parameters
Rocket nozzles can be described due to their physical properties, like the area ratio
and length, but also through performance parameters such as thrust, specific impulse,
exhaust velocity, nozzle efficiency, and propellant mass fraction. Many of these
parameters, such as the thrust and exhaust velocity are commonly nondimensionalized and
presented in terms of coefficients to produce a better comparison between different types
of nozzles. For the purposes of this paper, the performance parameters of interest are the
thrust in the form of the thrust coefficient, and the nozzle efficiency
Thrust, in simple terms, can be defined as the reaction forced produced by the
rocket propulsion system through the ejection of propellant at high velocities. This is
commonly known as the momentum component of thrust. However, thrust is also produced
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by the pressure of surrounding fluid, that being the ambient pressure. This is called the
pressure component of thrust. Both can be seen in the following equation:
𝐹 = 𝑚̇𝑣 + (𝑝 − 𝑝 )𝐴

(6)

Eq. 6 further emphasizes the point that in order to have the optimal expansion, the
exit pressure must match the ambient pressure. It also introduces the idea that the maximum
thrust for ant given nozzle will occur at vacuum, as 𝑃 = 0.
The thrust coefficient, 𝐶 , is defined as the thrust divided by the chamber pressure,
𝑃 , and the throat area 𝐴 :
(7)

𝐶 =

The thrust coefficient is a dimensionless key parameter for the analysis for of the
effects of chamber pressure or altitude variations for a given nozzle configuration [4].
However, for this paper it is just employed as a value for the calculation of the nozzle
efficiency.
For this paper, it is necessary to generalize the data obtained in order to compare the
different types of nozzles included. To this end, the nozzle efficiency 𝜂 is defined as:
(8)

𝜂=
The ideal thrust coefficient, 𝐶 , also known as the optimum thrust coefficient happens
when 𝑃 = 𝑃 , and is defined as:

𝐶 =

1−

(9)
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2.3 Literature Review
The main purpose of a rocket nozzle is to expand high-pressure hot gasses produced
by the burnt propellant to high velocities and produce thrust. To have a large value of thrust,
the kinetic energy of the exhaust gas must be substantial to produce a high exhaust velocity
[5]. The most common type of nozzles are the Convergent-Divergent (CD) nozzles, which,
as the name suggests, consist of a convergent section, followed a zone of minimum
diameter called throat, and the divergent section at the end. In the convergent section, the
exhaust gas’s static pressure is converted to kinetic energy. If the pressure ratio across the
nozzle is greater than the critical value, the exhaust gas will achieve the maximum gas
velocity and mass flow rate at the throat. Any more reduction of nozzle diameter, and as a
result reduction of pressure, will not result in increase of mass flow rate or velocity. If the
flow achieves its maximum flow rate and sonic velocity at the throat, the flow is said to be
“choked.” Once the flow achieves sonic conditions, it is considered compressible flow. The
hot exhaust gasses will then leave the throat and enter the divergent section. In here, under
compressible flow characteristics, the gas expands, producing an enthalpy drop and as a
result, an increase in kinetic energy. From now on, the exhaust gas will now achieve
velocities greater than the speed of sound and be considered supersonic flow [6].
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Figure 2: Several supersonic nozzle geometries with different lengths and flow patterns [2]

The earliest versions of CD nozzles for rocketry applications go back to Robert
Goddard between 1921-1936 [7]. He used a straight, long, conical diverging section with
small half-angles, as seen in Fig. 2. The conical nozzle with a half angle of 15 degrees was
used between 1938 and 1957 in all types of rocket propulsion systems. Between 1956 and
1958, Rocketdyne investigated and proposed a nozzle with a bell-shaped contour instead
of that of a cone. Rao, who worked on Rocketdyne, proposed the use of the method of
characteristics (MOC) for the calculation of the nozzle contour, which would then be
known as the Rao nozzle. This bell nozzle provided more specific impulse by reducing
divergence losses, more than a 15-degree conical nozzle with the same length. More
importantly, the bell nozzle could be made shorter and maintain its performance. The bell
nozzle has been the standard nozzle in all rocker propulsion systems since the 1960s [2].
A nozzle has optimum performance when the exit pressure equals the surrounding
atmosphere pressure; any type of inequality between the exit pressure and the surrounding
14

atmosphere pressure would incur in the flow being either over or under expanded, which
produce performance losses. Both the bell and conical nozzles are of fixed geometry and
as such, can only be optimized for a single altitude point along a rocket’s ascent profile.
During the design process, a compromise between performance at sea level and near
vacuum must be made depending on the mission’s requirements. As a solution to this
problem, the Dual-Bell (DB) nozzle was proposed as an altitude-adaptive nozzle by Horn
and Fisher in 1949 [8]. This nozzle provides near-optimum performance at two points in
the ascent profile instead of one. The DB nozzle, as the name suggests, contains two bells,
the first one ideally optimized for sea level performance and the second one for a near
vacuum performance, both joined by an inflection point at the end of the first bell. After
analysis, it was concluded that the optimum contour for a DB nozzle was that using the
MOC for the first bell and a second bell with constant pressure, as this configuration
provided a smooth transition from the low to high area ratio mode [8].
Another type of altitude adaptive nozzle is the Expansion-Deflection (ED) nozzle,
seen left-most in Fig. 2, which dates back to 1960s. The ED nozzle consists of creating an
annular throat by placing a circular plug-like element, called pintle, on the nozzle axis and
a nozzle wall with the form of a shroud around the annular throat. With this contour, the
hot gasses will be expanded through the annular throat and directed at an angle outward
from the nozzle axis, but the nozzle wall will then deflect the flow back to a nearly axial
direction. Because the gasses expand in a through the annular throat and not throughout
the length of a bell, the convergent section is shorter than conventional or bell nozzles [9].
The ED nozzle operates between two modes: open and closed wake mode. In the open
wake mode, the exit area depends on the atmospheric pressure and as a result, provides
15

altitude compensating effects continuously whereas in the closed wake mode, the flow fills
the entirety of the nozzle exit area and no altitude compensating effect is achieved. The
pressure at which the modes switch is the design pressure. Several early studies suggested
that the ED nozzle operated worse than conical nozzles due to large aspiration and
overexpansion effects at low pressure ratios [10]. Recent studies have suggested that the
ED nozzles have a wide arrange of configurations and that the configuration utilized by
Wasko operated solely in closed wake mode. Other recent studies’ results have cast doubts
on these poor performance assessments, bringing the back the ED nozzle for further
analysis [11] [12].
A third altitude adapting nozzle that has been largely studied in the last decades is
the plug or aerospike nozzle, also seen in Fig. 2. First proposed in 1950s and ground tested
by Rocketdyne in early 1960s, the aerospike, similarly to the ED, “provides continuous
altitude adaptation up to its geometrical area ratio” [1] [2]. In the aerospike nozzle, the flow
leaving the annular combustion chamber is directed radially inwards towards the
converging spike base located along nozzle axis. The gasses on the outer edge of the nozzle
produce expansion waves that propagate inward, forcing the exhaust gasses to remain
flowing and expanding along the ramp of spike base until the ambient pressure equals the
flow pressure [13]. Several configurations of the aerospike exist by either truncating the
spike base or switching to a linear aerospike configuration to a linear one instead of
circular. According to studies, switching the configuration to linear does not have
significant adverse effects as much as the truncation of the plug, as this introduces open
and closed wake behavior to the flow [1].
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2. 4 Research Objectives
Several studies have suggested that certain configurations of ED outperform DB
nozzles both in low and high altitudes [12]. Other Studies have shown that truncated
aerospike nozzles tend to have thrust losses at higher altitudes [13]. Therefore, for this
research study, if the 3 nozzle geometries, those being DB, E-D, and full-length circular
aerospike are all tested at the same altitudes for under expanded, optimum, and
overexpanded scenarios, then the infinite circular aerospike will have significantly better
averaged performance than the rest of the nozzles. The objective of this research is to
compare the altitude compensation capabilities of the different nozzles designed to have
optimum performance at the same pressure ratio and to identify one with the best overall
performance through tests at several altitude configurations.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
As previously stated, the research objective is to determine which of the proposed
nozzles has the best overall performance at different altitude configurations. This research
will seek to validate and expand on the work of Taylor, who has already experimentally
compared DB and ED nozzles, by including a set of aerospike nozzles to the comparison
[12].

3.1 Nozzle Design
As it was established in previous sections, in order to expand an internal flow from
subsonic to supersonic speeds, the duct has to have a convergent section followed by a
divergent section. However, this does not make any mention in regards to the manner in
which the expansion takes place in the divergent section, meaning that it does not indicates
the proper shape or contour of the divergent section. As part of the study of fluid dynamics,
a technique called the Method of Characteristics was develop as a way to “map” a flow. In
simple terms, this method consists of defining lines, called characteristic lines, throughout
a flow field, and solving the compatibility equations, those being the continuity,
momentum, and energy equations, in order to identify points and values at those points.
Starting past the sonic line, the MOC analyzes the expansion of the flow through a PrandtlMeyer expansion fan for which the last characteristic line in the fan is defined by that line
which sweeps an angle equal to the angle given by the Prandtl-Meyer function for its
respective and desired exit Mach number. The MOC also considers the interaction between
characteristic lines and expansion waves in the expansion section and creates a contour that
cancels them out on the straightening section. Fig. 3 shows two contours created using the
method of characteristics, the upper one with three characteristic lines and the lower one
with seven characteristic lines. As shown, it starts with the sonic line at the throat section,
18

where from the first characteristic line originates perpendicular to the flow and ends with
the last characteristic line in the fan than also produces the desired Mach number. A more
detailed explanation of the MOC can be found in Ref. [3].

Figure 3: a) shows the Method of Characteristics originating from the Sonic line. b) Shows the grid produced by the
Method of Characteristics and the last characteristic that defines the end of the contour when a desired Mach number
has been reached. [3]

The contour produced by the MOC and shown above is often referred as the Ideal
Contour. However, in cases where a compromise has been made between length and exit
Mach number, a truncation is done to the Ideal Contour. The truncation usually happens at
about 30% of the original nozzle and is now referred as a Truncated Ideal Contour (TIC).
A similar method devised by Rao [14], referred as the calculus of variations technique,
results in a contour called Thrust Optimized Contour (TOC). Due to the complexity of
these methods, Rao also devised an approximation to the Ideal and the TOC nozzles with
the use of a parabola. This contour is widely known as the Rao Nozzle or the Thrust
Optimized Parabola (TOP).
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3. 1.1 Dual Bell
As explained in earlier sections, the Dual-Bell (DB) nozzle provides altitude
compensation through the use of two nozzles. Following the work of Taylor et al., the DB
nozzle contour was designed through the use of a Truncated Ideal Contour (TIC) for the
inner nozzle and a Constant Pressure Contour (CPC) for the outer nozzle. The TIC nozzle
was chosen for the inner nozzle as it eliminates the possibility of shock waves while the
CPC is the standard nozzle for the outer nozzle of a DB. The design parameters for the DB
nozzle are presented on Table 1. MATLAB was used for the plotting of the contours and
the MOC code, was that developed by Denton, can be found in Appendix A [15]. The
resulting contour is shown on Fig. 4.

Table 1: Dual-Bell Nozzle Design Parameters
Inner Nozzle:
Exit Pressure, Bar

0.381

Length, mm

16.21

Area Ratio

3.08

Total Nozzle:
Exit Mach Number, Me

3.8

Total Length, mm

56.7

Area Ratio

19.0

Nozzle Switch Pressure, Bar

0.15

Vacuum Thrust Coefficient

1.635
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Figure 4: Dual-Bell Contour produced by MATLAB, not to scale.

Then, the contour points were exported from MATLAB and imported on
SolidWorks as a spline. A flow field was created by adding far field areas past and above
the exit area of the nozzle as to simulate the conditions on the EMEGG facility used by
Taylor. Since the simulations to be carried out were axisymmetric, then a planar surface
was created off this closed area and not a boss revolve that would create a 3D model of the
nozzle. The DB and its far field regions, as created in Solidworks, can be seen on Fig. 5.

Figure 5: The Dual Bell planar model crated in Solidworks along with its flow fields downstream of the nozzle exit
plane
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3.1.2 Expansion Deflection
Similarly, the geometry parameters for the Expansion-Deflection nozzle were
provided by Taylor et Al. A detailed set of equations for the contouring of the throat was
obtained from previous papers from Taylor and Fig. 6 shows the initial design of an ED
throat [16]. The throat was followed by a truncated TOC to delay the formation of a vortical
region downstream of the nozzle. The key ED nozzle design parameters can be seen in
Table 2. It is important to mention that the geometric parameters in the ED nozzle throat
region are nondimensionalized with respect to the length of the shortest perpendicular line
connecting the two walls forming the nozzle, the pintle wall and the outer wall, and is
denoted 𝐺 . The MATLAB code developed for the ED throat contour can be found in
Appendix B. The ED contour generated on MATLAB is shown on Fig. 7.

Figure 6: Expansion-Deflection throat contour
[Taylor, 2004]
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Table 2: Expansion Deflection Nozzle Design Parameters
Throat angle, degrees

30

𝑅 ,𝐺

10

𝑅 ,𝐺

10

𝑅 ,𝐺

10

𝑅 ,𝐺

10

Pintle entry angle, degrees

33

Pintle radius, 𝐺

6.2

Pintle exit Mach number, P-Me

3.17

Pintle Separation Pressure ratio

17.32

Design Me

3.8

𝐺 , 𝑚𝑚

0.88

Nozzle Length, mm

33.24

Exit Radius, mm

24.06

Wall Exit Angle, degrees

10.61

Full Area Ratio

22.70

Effective Area Ratio

13.64

Vacuum Thrust Coefficient

1.654

Figure 7: Expansion-Deflection contour produced by MATLAB
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Similar to the DB, the ED contour points were imported into SolidWorks as a spline, farfield regions were added, and a planar surface was created out of the closed contour. This
is shown on Fig 8.

Figure 8: Planar cross-section of the Expansion Deflection nozzle created in Solidworks along with its flow fields and
far fields.

3.1.3 Circular Aerospike
The geometry for the aerospike will be created using the methods suggested by
Angelino [17]. The approximate method proposed by Angelino uses the method of
characteristics to define the contour, where sonic flow is assumed at the throat, denoted by
the line Lt, in Fig. 9, and a centered expansion wave originating at the cowl lip. The contour
was obtained through a MATLAB code developed by Bani, based on Angelino’s method,
can be found in Appendix C [18] . Fig. 10 shows the contour obtained with said code. Its
design parameters are included on Table 3.
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Table 3: Aerospike Design Parameters
Area Ratio

8.951

Exit Mach Number, Me

3.8

Throat Diameter, 𝑙 , mm

0.88

Length, 𝑟

7.085

𝑟 ,𝑚

0.015096

Figure 9: Truncated axisymmetric Aerospike Contour Approximation proposed by Angelino (1967).

Figure 10: Aerospike Contour produced on MATLAB using Angelino’s Approximation method. Cowl tip is located at
the origin.

In the same manner, the contour points for the Aerospike were exported from
MATLAB into Solidworks and connected using a spline. Since the approximate method
and code only produce the expansion ramp section, the cowl had to be entirely modeled in
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Solidworks. However, the code does produce a geometry assuming that the tip of the cowl,
and thus where the Prandtl expansion fan occurs, is located at the origin, as denoted by the
red dot on Fig. 10. For the model, the spike ramp was reflected over the x-axis to keep the
contours on the same orientation. Furthermore, a larger convergent section and far field
area was added after the initial simulation in order to fix convergence errors encountered.
The full length, axisymmetric aerospike nozzle is shown on Fig. 11.

Figure 11: Planar cross section of Circular aerospike nozzle created in Solidworks

3.2 Meshing
Each model was imported into Ansys, where, using Design Modeler, it was divided
into sections using the Face Splitting tool. This was to have edges to produce a structured
mesh along the nozzle and far fields. The meshes for each geometry are shown on Fig. 12Fig. 14. The meshes were done largely through the use of face meshing set to quadrilaterals
and edge and face sizing controls. The mesh element and node count along with the quality
parameters for each geometry are summarized in Tables 4-6.
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Figure 12: Meshing Scheme for Dual Bell nozzle

Table 4: Dual Bell Mesh Details
Elements
Nodes
Skewness Max.
Skewness Avg.
Orthogonal Quality Min.
Orthogonal Quality Avg.

64763
65505
0.31062
2.20E-02
0.88369
0.99837

Figure 13: Meshing Scheme for Expansion-Deflection Nozzle
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Table 5: Expansion-Deflection Mesh Details
Elements
77501
Nodes
78278
Skewness Max.
0.78328
Skewness Avg.
2.86E-02
Orthogonal Quality Min.
0.52976
Orthogonal Quality Avg.
0.99658

Figure 14: Meshing Scheme for Aerospike nozzle

Table 6: Aerospike Mesh Details
Elements
Nodes
Skewness Max.
Skewness Avg.
Orthogonal Quality Min.
Orthogonal Quality Avg.

43338
130859
0.75589
7.20E-02
0.53443
0.98924
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3.3 CFD Setup
This research was conducted through computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations on Ansys FLUENT. As a large portion of this research focuses on the
experimental studies done by Taylor at the University of Bristol, it first attempted to
recreate the experimental setup used for comparison of DB and ED nozzles.
Since Taylor’s and most of the available research has involved cold flow testing,
these simulations will be on cold flow as well. This means that the fluid will be air (constant
ratio of specific heat 𝛾 =1.403.) at a temperature of 300K.
The EMEGG facility has capacity of simulating pressure ratios up to100:1 by
supplying gas at up to 12 Bar or 1.2e6 Pa and evacuating gas to approximately 0.1 Bar or
1.0e4 Pa. While he actual chamber and ambient pressures were not explicitly stated on the
paper, they were calculated using the exit pressure and area values of the inner bell nozzle
of the DB along with the Area-Mach number relations and other isentropic flow relations
developed by Anderson. The chamber Pressure, 𝑃 , was calculated to be 845,998 Pa while
the pressure at the throat, 𝑃 , was calculated to be 446,925 Pa. Since the convergent section
does not have a significant effect on the flow downstream of the throat and also its
geometry was not mentioned on the paper, it was omitted from the simulations and flow
was started just before the throat using the throat pressure as input pressure. From this
value, and as the author had defined in some of his previous paper, the ambient pressure
was calculated through the definition of the nozzle pressure ratio (NPR), which in this case
is the ratio of the throat pressure, 𝑃 , divided by the ambient pressure, 𝑃 . The pressure
ratios used then where 45, 30, 26, 20, 15, and 10. The greatest NPR tested, that being 45,
resulted in an ambient pressure of 9.3e3 Pa, which is consistent with the lowest evacuation
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pressure of the EMEGG facility. The ambient pressures calculated with the NPR were set
as the outlet pressure for each respective simulation. The paper also presented results for a
scenario of the nozzles operating to a vacuum setting, but these were entirely computational
results.
Several studies have suggested that the use of SST k-𝜔 turbulence model for better
capture of the boundary layer (near wall) interactions [19]. This is very important to
incorporate in the simulations due to some low NPRs that cause the nozzles to operate at
severely underexpanded conditions and create either flow separation or strong expansion
and compression waves reflected off the nozzle wall.
The boundary conditions for the geometries stayed the same for all simulations,
with the pressure input to the left side, just before the throat, and the pressure outlet was
place to the rightmost boundary of the flow field. The simulations were considered
axisymmetric, so an axis boundary was defined on the lowest horizontal line. Everything
else was considered a wall, consistent with the EMEGG facility. A full summary of all the
CFD input conditions is presented on Table 7.
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Solver:

Fluid Material:

Operating Conditions:
Pressure Inlet:

Pressure Outlet:

Solution Methods:

Solution Controls:
Solution Initialization:

Table 7: FLUENT Input Conditions
Type:
Space:
Velocity Formulation:
Time:
Energy Equation:
Viscous Model:
Name:
Density:
Viscosity:
Pressure:
Gravity:
Gauge Total Pressure:
Supersonic/Initial Pressure:
Temperature:
Direction Specification Method:
Prevent Reverse Flow:
Gauge Pressure:
Backflow Total Temperature:
Backflow Direction Specification Method:
Prevent Reverse Flow:
Formulation:
Flux Type:
Gradient:
Flow:
Turbulent Kinetic Energy:
Specific Dissipation Rate:
Courant Number:
URF:
Method:

Density Based
Axisymmetric
Absolute
Steady
On
SST k-omega
Air
Ideal Gas
Sutherland
0 Pa
Not Checked
446925 Pa
446925 Pa
300 K
Normal to Boundary
Not Checked
446998 Pa /NPR
300K
Normal to Boundary
Not Checked
Implicit
Roe-FDS
Least Squares Cell Based
Second Order Upwind
Second Order Upwind
Second Order Upwind
1 through 5
Default
Hybrid
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Dual Bell Simulation Results
Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and Fig. 20 show the simulation results for the Dual
Bell nozzle for the NPRs= ∞ (vacuum), 45, 30, 26, 20, 15, respectively. The design Mach
Number for the second bell was 3.8, which corresponds with a pressure of 7.3kPa. This
means that for nozzle at NPR=∞, on Fig. 15, the flow evacuates to 𝑃 = 0 Pa, making it
underexpanded, as one can note by the expansion bell happening after the exit plane of the
nozzle. The nozzle at NPR= 45, shown on Fig. 16, evacuates its flow to 9.3kPa, making it
slightly overexpanded but this is not noticeable. The nozzles with NPRs from 30 to 10,
have severely overexpanded flow, which causes the flow separations within the second
bell. As the NPR decreases from 45 to 10, 𝑃 increases from 9.3kPa to 44.7kPa, and the
separation point travels further up the nozzle wall and closer to the inflection point between
the bells. Some compression waves originating in the inflection point are noticeable on
most flows. When flow separation occurs, there is a circulation region between the
separated flow and the nozzle wall and at this region, ambient pressure is present.

Figure 15: Flow on Dual Bell at NPR= Vacuum, 0 Pa
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Figure 16: Flow on Dual Bell at NPR= 45, 9.3 kPa

Figure 17: Flow on Dual Bell at NPR= 30, 14.9 kPa
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Figure 18: Flow on Dual Bell at NPR= 26, 17.2kPa

Figure 19: Flow on Dual Bell at NPR= 20, 22.3 kPa
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Figure 20: Flow on Dual Bell at NPR= 15, 29.7 kPa

4.2 Expansion-Deflection Simulation Results
Figures 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and Fig. 26 show the simulation results for the ED
nozzles for their respective NPR. Fig. 21 shows the flow evacuating to vacuum and it
underexpansion can again be seen by the expansion bells happening outside the nozzle. At
this point, the flow is in a closed wake mode and has ceased to provide any altitude
compensation. For all other NPRs, the nozzle is still operating in an open wake mode,
providing altitude compensation. Fig. 22 and 23 show the nozzle flow occurring smoothly
without any major shocks. On the other hand, Figures 24-26 show some distinctive flow
pattern caused by the interaction of compression and expansion waves due to the pressure
differential between the flow and the ambient pressure in the recirculation zone behind the
pintle. These waves decrease and increase the flow velocity through means of pressure
discontinuities, respectively, and create that oscillatory behavior along the nozzle wall.
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Figure 21: Flow on Expansion-Deflection at NPR= ∞, 0 Pa

Figure 22 : Flow on Expansion-Deflection at NPR= 45, 9.3 kPa
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Figure 23: Flow on Expansion-Deflection at NPR= 30, 14.9kPa

Figure 24: Flow on Expansion-Deflection at NPR= 20, 22.3 kPa
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Figure 25: Flow on Expansion-Deflection at NPR= 15, 29.7 kPa

Figure 26: Flow on Expansion-Deflection at NPR= 10, 44.6 kPa

4.3 Circular Aerospike Simulation Results
The aerospike simulation results are shown on Fig. 27-33, for their respective
NPRs. The aerospike is unique in the way it interacts with the ambient pressure. The
Prandtl-Meyer expansion is controlled by the ambient pressure, and it can be seen how on
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each figure, as the NPR decreases, 𝑃 increases, and the Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan at
the cowl tip decreases. This interaction with the ambient pressure also results in
compression and expansion waves occurring throughout the flow, similar to the ED case.
In the cases with low NPR shown on Fig. 29-33, the flow undergoes a repeated cycle of
expansion and compression until the flow pressure matches the ambient pressure and the
flow ultimately turns back in the axial direction. The nozzle’s characteristic of the flow
orientating itself in the axial direction while undergoing expansion and compression to the
point of matching the flow and the ambient pressures is what is considered self-adaptation
by the nozzle.

Figure 27: Flow on Aerospike at NPR= ∞, 0 Pa
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Figure 28: Flow on Aerospike at NPR= 45, 9.3 kPa

Figure 29: Flow on Aerospike at NPR= 30, 14.9 kPa
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Figure 30: Flow on Aerospike at NPR= 26, 17.2 kPa

Figure 31: Flow on Aerospike at NPR= 20, 22.3 kPa
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Figure 32: Flow on Aerospike at NPR= 15, 29.7 kPa

Figure 33: Flow on Aerospike at NPR= 10, 44.6 kPa
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4.4 Wall Pressures
As it was noted on earlier sections, the pressures acting on the wall of the nozzle
are of great importance as these pressures are a component of a nozzle’s thrust. The wall
pressures, which often varied along the nozzle wall due to either overexpansion and flow
separation or due to compression-expansion interactions, were obtained as a result of the
simulations. Fig. 34a shows a graph of the wall pressures non-dimensionalized with respect
to the chamber pressure 𝑃 for each simulation of the DB case. Flow separation in this chart
can be identified when a pressure line rises significantly and deviates from the vacuum
operation pressure line. This is easier noted for NPR=15, 20 but can also be noticed on the
rightmost sections of the pressure lines for NPR=26, 30, 45. The behavior of these wall
pressure lines are consistent with those produced by Taylor and shown on Fig. 34b

Figure 34: a) Wall Pressure distribution over Dual Bell Nozzle, CFD b) Wall Pressure distribution over Dual Bell [12]

Similarly, the wall pressures for the ED nozzle were also plotted together, as shown
on Fig. 35a. In this case, because of the compression-expansion interactions present in the
flows cause by the high ambient pressures at low NPR, the wall pressures fluctuate along
the nozzle wall. While the trend between NPR lines is similar to that presented by Taylor
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on Fig. 35b, it still has some differences. This can be attributed to the lack of clear
parameters regarding the transition from throat area and deflection contour or some
variations in the methods used to produce the deflection contour by Taylor and the ones in
this paper. Nonetheless, the results provide some qualitative verification of the methods
used in this research.

Figure 35: a) Wall Pressure distribution over Expansion-Deflection Nozzle, CFD b) Wall Pressure distribution over
ExpansionDeflection [12]

On the aerospike nozzle, a similar wall pressure pattern to the one of the ED nozzles
is present. The aerospike geometry exposes the flow directly to the ambient pressure,
instead to a recirculation zone as it happens in the ED case, and that is why we see more
compression and expansion, and thus wall pressure fluctuations, in the flow. In Fig. 36a, a
graph presenting the variation of the nondimensionalized wall pressure along the axial
distance of the nozzle for each NPR is shown. Although the availability of data for this
type of cases in the literature is limited, it was found to be in good agreement with that of
Onofri, shown on Fig. 36b, who also worked with full length circular aerospike nozzles
based on Angelino’s approximation method [20].
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Figure 36: a) Wall Pressure distribution over Aerospike Nozzle, CFD b) Wall Pressure distribution over Aerospike
Nozzle [20]

4.5 Entropy
Figures 37, 38, and 39 show the entropy contours for the DB, ED, and Aerospike
nozzles, respectively. From these figures, it can be seen that the majority of the fluid
domains demonstrates a constant or near constant entropy, satisfying the isentropic flow
assumption. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the regions near the wall contour, where
is significant entropy change, is due to the discontinuities in the wall contour. This means
that as the general contour was defined as a set of points obtained from the MOC, the points
were connected by straight lines which were not subject to the isentropic assumptions used
for the flow and contour point calculations. The entropy changes in these regions are
merely a propagation of these discontinuities. This was also noted by Denton [15].
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Figure 37: Entropy Contours for Dual Bell Nozzle

Figure 38: Entropy Contours for Expansion-Deflection Nozzle
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Figure 39: Entropy Contours for Aerospike Nozzle

4.6 Density
Figures 40, 41, and 42 show the density contours for the DB, ED, and Aerospike
nozzles, respectively. Using the probe, the density values at the exit section of each nozzle
were measured and compared to the theoretical values for an isentropic flow and found to
be in good agreement. Furthermore, and as seen in these figures, there is a significant
density change in the flow as expected with compressible flow. The density decreases as
the pressure along the nozzle decreases.
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Figure 40: Density Contours for Dual Bell Nozzle

Figure 41: Density Contours for Expansion-Deflection Nozzle
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Figure 42: Density Contours for Aerospike Nozzle

4.7 Nozzle Efficiencies
The values of thrust can be calculated by integrating the pressure distributions along
the nozzle walls. The Fluent surface integral tool was used for these calculations. Using
Eq. 7, the thrust coefficient for each nozzle NPR case were calculated and using Eq. 9, the
Ideal thrust coefficients were calculated based on a heat capacity ratio of 1.403, the
chamber pressure of 8.45kPa, and an exit pressure according to each case’s NPR. Finally,
the nozzle efficiency was calculated based on Eq. 8. These values are present on Table 8
and plotted on Fig. 43.
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0.81

0.92

0.98

Nozzle Efficiency
Nozzle Efficiency, %

NPR
10
15
20
26
30

Table 8: Nozzle Efficiency, η
Dual ExpansionBell
Deflection Aerospike
0.88
0.75
0.98
0.92
0.82
0.97
0.93
0.82
0.97
0.64
0.82
0.98
0.72
0.83
0.98

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0

Dual Bell

10

20 NPR 30
Expansion Deflection

40

50
Aerospike

Figure 413: Nozzle efficiency trends for 3 nozzles at various NPRs
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
5.1 Conclusion
This thesis evaluated and compared the performance of three promising altitude
compensating nozzles, the Dual Bell, Expansion-Deflection, and Aerospike geometries
through computational fluid dynamic simulations.
In order to accurately quantify the altitude compensating capabilities of these
nozzles, the simulations were conducted at different nozzle pressure ratios, or different
ambient pressures, ranging from 44.5kPa to 0 Pa or vacuum. This is done to simulate the
performance of the nozzle at different points over the ascent profile of a rocket.
A total of 18 simulations were carried out. The simulations provided a pressure
distribution across the nozzle wall for each nozzle and NPR case. While the pressure
distributions for the DB case closely resembled the ones found by Taylor on his
experiments, the pressure distributions for the ED cased differed more despite having the
same pressure fluctuations. One of the reasons behind this could be the difficulty of placing
pressure probes on certain points along the nozzle contour such as inflection points.
Moreover, for the ED case at low NPRs, the flow separates and leaves the pintle in a
manner similar to a Prandtl-Meyer expansion past a cowl and not as a flow separation due
to ambient pressure. Nonetheless, and as mentioned in earlier sections, the flow is quickly
constrained by the ambient pressure, which then starts the expansion and compression
waves in the flow that cause the pressure fluctuations.
The pressure distributions were integrated to obtain thrust values and then, the
thrust coefficients were calculated. The nozzle efficiencies calculated using the
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experimental thrust coefficient and the ideal thrust coefficients. These efficiencies showed
that for all the NPRs tested, the Aerospike obtained higher efficiencies, ranging between
97-98%, suggesting that the aerospike has higher altitude compensation capabilities out of
all three nozzles. The Dual Bell obtained higher efficiencies than the Expansion-Deflection
for NPRs that fall below its transition NPR of about 22. This is also in good agreement
with the literature available, and Taylor has suggested that it might be due to the generation
of vortical regions inside the recirculation zone behind the pintle, which could influence
the flow behavior. However, for high NPRs, the Expansion-Deflection geometry exhibits
high nozzle efficiencies, between 83-92%, higher than the Dual Bell which operated
between 70-80% efficiency on the same NPRs. These results are consistent with those
found on the available literature, especially with those from physical experimentation
conducted by Taylor and by Onofri.
In conclusion, while more simulations are necessary for a definite statement, these
results suggests that the aerospike possess significantly superior altitude compensating
capabilities over the dual bell and the expansion-deflection nozzles, when operating side
to side at the same conditions.

5.2 Future Work
Some of the considerations for future work include revising the geometry
contours for the exit section of the pintle in the ED case. Besides that, transient simulations
should be carried out with the ambient pressure as a function of time, replicating the ascent
profile of a rocket through the atmosphere. At last, physical experimentation could be
carried with larger models than the ones used for this research.
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Appendix A: Ideal Contour Nozzle MATLAB code
Bell_MOC.m
%% MOC Code for Axisymmetric Nozzle code from:
% Denton, Brandon Lee, "Design and analysis of rocket nozzle contours
for launching Pico-Satellites" (2008).
% Thesis. Rochester Institute of Technology. January 2022.
%
% Program asks for the Rocket Chambers Pressure and Temperature
%(Stagnation or Total) and specific heat at constant pressure
Pstag = input...
('Please enter the Rocket Chamber Stagnation Pressure:(Pa) ');
disp(' ');
Tstag = input...
('Please enter the Rocket Chamber Stagnation Temperature:(K) ');
disp(' ');
% Program will ask for the ratio of specific heats for the fluid
Gamma = input('Please enter the ratio of specific heats for the fluid:
');
disp(' ');
cp = input...
('Please enter the specific heat at constant pressure of the
fluid:(J/kg-K) ');
disp(' ');
Rgas = (cp * (Gamma - 1))/Gamma;
disp(' ');
% Program will ask for the desired Exit Mach Number
Mexit = input('Please enter the desired Exit Mach Number: ');
disp(' ');
% Program will ask for the radius of the throat
disp('Please enter the radius of the throat of the nozzle.');
disp('for a dimensionless nozzle, enter a radius of 1');
rThroat = input('-> ');
disp(' ');
% Program will ask for the Multiplication factor of the throat to
determine
% the radius of the circle defining the entrance region
disp('FOR THE AXISYMMETRIC AND INTERNAL-EXTERNAL AEROSPIKE NOZZLE');
disp('Please enter the factor of the throat that will define the');
Beta = input...
('radius of the circle for the entrance region of the nozzles: ');
disp(' ');
% Program will ask for the desired change in Prandtl-Meyer Expansion
Angle
% for the Aerospike design using the streamline technique
disp(' ');
DeltaVAeroD = input...
('Please enter the desired change in Prandtl-Meyer Expansion Angle: ');
format long
DeltaX = DeltaVAeroD;
%The calculation must be started with the first characteristic
NumChar = 1;
PointNum = 0; %Initializes the variable PointNum
ii = 1; %Initializes the looping variable ii
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jj = 1; %Initializes the looping variable jj
MaContinue = 0;
EntroCheck = 0
while MaContinue == 0
PointNum = PointNum + (NumChar + 1);
%Initialize the position type of the points
for ii = (PointNum - NumChar):1:PointNum
if ii == (PointNum - NumChar)
Position(ii,1) = 1;
elseif ii == PointNum
Position(ii,1) = 3;
else
Position(ii,1) = 2;
end
end
for ii = (PointNum - NumChar):1:PointNum
if Position(ii,1) == 1
%Set the angle at which the calculation has been swept through
ThetaSAD(ii,1) = NumChar * DeltaVAeroD;
%Calculate the x-coordinate of the point that corresponds to the
%current characteristic (Wall point)
xSAD(ii,1) = (Beta * rThroat) * sin(ThetaSAD(ii,1));
%Calculate the radial position of the point on the wall of the
%current characteristic (Wall point)
rSAD(ii,1) = rThroat + ((Beta * rThroat) *...
(1 - cos(ThetaSAD(ii,1))));
%Calculate the Prandtl-Meyer Expansion Angle vSAD() for the
%current point (Wall point)
vSAD(ii,1) = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
%Now calculate the Mach number and Alpha associated with the
%point. Must convert for subprogram to find the associated Mach
%Number
vRad = vSAD(ii,1);
MachG = 1.0;
PMtoMA %calls subprogram to find Mach Number
MaSAD(ii,1) = Mach;
AlphaSAD(ii,1) = asin(1/MaSAD(ii,1));
if EntroCheck == 1
% Calculate the Pressure, Temperature and change in Entropy
% at the point log = natural log
PressSAD(ii,1) = Pstag * ((1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-Gamma/(Gamma - 1)));
TempSAD(ii,1) = Tstag * (1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-1);
DeltaS(ii,1) = cp * log(TempSAD(ii,1)/Tstag) - Rgas *...
log(PressSAD(ii,1)/Pstag);
end
elseif Position(ii,1) == 3
%Calculate the position of the point when it is on the
%axisymmetric line
ThetaSAD(ii,1) = 0;
rSAD(ii,1) = 0;
%Initialize temperary values for the loop calculation of the
%curved characteristics
ThetaSADtemp = ThetaSAD((ii-1),1);
rSADtemp = rSAD((ii-1),1);
xSADtemp = xSAD((ii-1),1);
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AlphaSADtemp = AlphaSAD((ii-1),1);
MaSADtemp = MaSAD((ii-1),1);
vSADtemp = vSAD((ii-1),1);
DeltaTheta = 1.0; %Initialize the loop below
ThetaLast = 100;
while DeltaTheta >= 1e-10
%Calculate the position of the current point
xSAD(ii,1) = ((rSADtemp - (tan(ThetaSADtemp -...
AlphaSADtemp) * xSADtemp)) /...
(-tan(ThetaSADtemp - AlphaSADtemp))) -...
rSAD(ii,1);
%Calculate the flow properties of the current point
vSAD(ii,1) = ThetaSADtemp + vSADtemp - ThetaSAD(ii,1) + ...
((1/(sqrt((MaSADtemp^2) - 1) -...
(1/tan(ThetaSADtemp)))) * ((rSAD(ii,1) -...
rSADtemp) / rSADtemp));
%Calculate the Mach Number at the current point
vRad = vSAD(ii,1);
MachG = 1.0;
PMtoMA %calls subprogram to find Mach Number
MaSAD(ii,1) = Mach;
AlphaSAD(ii,1) = asin(1/MaSAD(ii,1));
if EntroCheck == 1
% Calculate the Pressure, Temperature and change in Entropy
% at the point
PressSAD(ii,1) = Pstag * ((1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-Gamma/(Gamma - 1)));
TempSAD(ii,1) = Tstag * (1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-1);
DeltaS(ii,1) = cp * log(TempSAD(ii,1)/Tstag) - Rgas*...
log(PressSAD(ii,1)/Pstag);
end
%Calculate the change in Theta for the loop
DeltaTheta = abs(ThetaLast - ThetaSAD(ii,1));
if DeltaTheta > 1e-10
ThetaLast = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
% Calculate averages of all values and replace the
% "temp" values with these. This is an approximation
% that the charactertistics are curved
ThetaSADtemp = (ThetaSADtemp + ThetaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
AlphaSADtemp = (AlphaSADtemp + AlphaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
MaSADtemp = (MaSADtemp + MaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
rSADtemp = (rSADtemp + rSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
xSADtemp = (xSADtemp + xSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
vSADtemp = (vSADtemp + vSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
end
end
%Check to see if the point on the axisymmetric point has
%achieved the desired exit mach number
if MaSAD(ii,1) >= Mexit
MaContinue = 1;
else
MaContinue = 0;
end
%Increase the Number of Characteristics
NumChar = NumChar + 1;
else
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%Initialize C- Characteristic values for the calculation of the
%flowfield point
ThetaSADtempRight = ThetaSAD((ii-1),1);
rSADtempRight = rSAD((ii-1),1);
xSADtempRight = xSAD((ii-1),1);
AlphaSADtempRight = AlphaSAD((ii-1),1);
MaSADtempRight = MaSAD((ii-1),1);
vSADtempRight = vSAD((ii-1),1);
%Initialize C+ Characteristic values for the calculation of the
%flowfield point
ThetaSADtempLeft = ThetaSAD((ii-NumChar),1);
rSADtempLeft = rSAD((ii-NumChar),1);
xSADtempLeft = xSAD((ii-NumChar),1);
AlphaSADtempLeft = AlphaSAD((ii-NumChar),1);
MaSADtempLeft = MaSAD((ii-NumChar),1);
vSADtempLeft = vSAD((ii-NumChar),1);
DeltaTheta = 1.0; %Initialize the following loop
ThetaLast = 100;
while DeltaTheta >= 1e-10
%Calculate the position of the current point
a = tan(ThetaSADtempRight - AlphaSADtempRight);
b = tan(ThetaSADtempLeft + AlphaSADtempLeft);
c = rSADtempRight - (a * xSADtempRight);
d = rSADtempLeft - (b * xSADtempLeft);
A = [1 -a; 1 -b];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
rSAD(ii,1) = solution(1,1);
xSAD(ii,1) = solution(2,1);
%Calculate the flow properties of the current point
c = (ThetaSADtempRight + vSADtempRight) + ((1 /...
((sqrt(MaSADtempRight^2 - 1)) -...
(1/tan(ThetaSADtempRight)))) * ((rSAD(ii,1) -...
rSADtempRight) / rSADtempRight));
if ThetaSADtempLeft == 0.0
d = (2 * ThetaSADtempLeft) - vSADtempLeft;
A = [1 1; 2 -1];
else
d = (ThetaSADtempLeft - vSADtempLeft) - ((1 /...
((sqrt(MaSADtempLeft^2 - 1)) +...
(1/tan(ThetaSADtempLeft)))) * ((rSAD(ii,1) -...
rSADtempLeft) / rSADtempLeft));
A = [1 1; 1 -1];
end
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
ThetaSAD(ii,1) = solution(1,1);
vSAD(ii,1) = solution(2,1);
%Calculate the Mach Number at the current point
vRad = vSAD(ii,1);
MachG = 1.0;
PMtoMA %calls subprogram to find the Mach Number
MaSAD(ii,1) = Mach;
AlphaSAD(ii,1) = asin(1/MaSAD(ii,1));
if EntroCheck == 1
% Calculate the Pressure, Temperature and change in Entropy
% at the point
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PressSAD(ii,1) = Pstag * ((1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-Gamma/(Gamma - 1)));
TempSAD(ii,1) = Tstag * (1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-1);
DeltaS(ii,1) = cp * log(TempSAD(ii,1)/Tstag) - Rgas*...
log(PressSAD(ii,1)/Pstag);
end
%Calculate the change in Theta for the loop
DeltaTheta = abs(ThetaLast - ThetaSAD(ii,1));
if DeltaTheta > 1e-10
ThetaLast = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
%Calculate averages of all values and replace the
%"temp" values with these. This is an approximation
%that the charactertistics are curved.
%C- Characteristic
ThetaSADtempRight = (ThetaSADtempRight +...
ThetaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
AlphaSADtempRight = (AlphaSADtempRight +...
AlphaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
MaSADtempRight = (MaSADtempRight + MaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
rSADtempRight = (rSADtempRight + rSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
xSADtempRight = (xSADtempRight + xSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
vSADtempRight = (vSADtempRight + vSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
%C+ Characteristic
ThetaSADtempLeft = (ThetaSADtempLeft +...
ThetaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
AlphaSADtempLeft = (AlphaSADtempLeft +...
AlphaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
MaSADtempLeft = (MaSADtempLeft + MaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
rSADtempLeft = (rSADtempLeft + rSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
xSADtempLeft = (xSADtempLeft + xSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
vSADtempLeft = (vSADtempLeft + vSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
end
end
end
end
end
%**********************************************************************
****
%Need to calculate the the points on the contour of the nozzle. We will
%assume that at straight line eminates from the last point on the
entrance
%region with a slope of the average of the point and the next point on
the
%last calculated characteristic. We will assume that the fluid at the
wall
%will have the same properties as the point on the last calculated
%characteristic and the C+ characteristic from this point and the
previous
%wall point intersect will be the wall contour point. (This may sound
%confusing)
%Find the first wall point on the wall contour
ii = PointNum + 1; %Initialize the ii loop index and the index of the
first
%point on the wall contour
%Calculate the first wall contour point
ThetaSAD(ii,1) = ThetaSAD((ii-(NumChar-1)),1);
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a = tan(ThetaSAD((ii-(NumChar-1)),1) + AlphaSAD((ii-(NumChar-1)),1));
b = (ThetaSAD((ii-NumChar),1) + ThetaSAD((ii-(NumChar-1)),1)) / 2;
c = rSAD((ii-(NumChar-1)),1) - (a * xSAD((ii-(NumChar-1)),1));
d = rSAD((ii-NumChar),1) - (b * xSAD((ii-NumChar),1));
A = [1 -a; 1 -b];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
rSAD(ii,1) = solution(1,1);
xSAD(ii,1) = solution(2,1);
%Calculate the rest of the wall contour points
for jj = (ii + 1):1:(PointNum+(NumChar-1))
ThetaSAD(jj,1) = ThetaSAD((jj-(NumChar-1)),1);
a = tan(ThetaSAD((jj-(NumChar-1)),1) + AlphaSAD((jj-(NumChar-1)),1));
b = (ThetaSAD((jj-1),1) + ThetaSAD((jj-(NumChar-1)),1)) / 2;
c = rSAD((jj-(NumChar-1)),1) - (a * xSAD((jj-(NumChar-1)),1));
d = rSAD((jj-1),1) - (b * xSAD((jj-1),1));
A = [1 -a; 1 -b];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
rSAD(jj,1) = solution(1,1);
xSAD(jj,1) = solution(2,1);
end
%**********************************************************************
****
%**********************************************************************
****
%Program will now retain only the points that lie on the contour of the
wall
jj = 1; %Initialize the index of finding the right point on the wall
Char = 1; %Initialize the variable that holds the temperary
characteristic
%number
for ii = 1:1:(NumChar-1)
xSADcontour(ii,1) = xSAD(jj,1);
rSADcontour(ii,1) = rSAD(jj,1);
jj = jj + (Char + 1);
Char = Char + 1;
end
jj = PointNum + 1;
for ii = NumChar:1:((NumChar-1)+(NumChar-1))
xSADcontour(ii,1) = xSAD(jj,1);
rSADcontour(ii,1) = rSAD(jj,1);
jj = jj + 1;
end
%**********************************************************************
****
%**********************************************************************
****
%Another approach to calculate for the contour that uses the streamline
and
%"backward" calculated characteristics
StreamContinue = 1;
%Initialize Stepsize to reduce the number of wasted iterations of the
prog.
%StepSize = PointNum/(NumChar-1);
%StepSizeWhole = fix(StepSize);
%StepSizePart = StepSize - StepSizeWhole;
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%StepSizePart = 1 - StepSizePart;
%StepSize = StepSize + StepSizePart + 1;
StepSize = 1.0;
while StreamContinue == 1
kk = PointNum + 1;
ThetaSAD(kk,1) = ThetaSAD((kk-1),1);
vSAD(kk,1) = vSAD((kk-1),1);
xSAD(kk,1) = xSAD((kk-1),1) + (StepSize * DeltaX);
MaSAD(kk,1) = MaSAD((kk-1),1);
AlphaSAD(kk,1) = AlphaSAD((kk-1),1);
%Calculate the r position of the next point
rSAD(kk,1) = rSAD((kk-1),1) + (tan(ThetaSAD((kk-1),1) +...
AlphaSAD((kk-1),1)) * (xSAD(kk,1) - xSAD((kk-1),1)));
%Calculate all of the points along the first "backward" characteristic
zz = 3;
for ii = (PointNum+2):1:(PointNum+NumChar)
%Initialize C- Characteristic values for the calculation of the
%flowfield point
ThetaSADtempRight = ThetaSAD((ii-1),1);
rSADtempRight = rSAD((ii-1),1);
xSADtempRight = xSAD((ii-1),1);
AlphaSADtempRight = AlphaSAD((ii-1),1);
MaSADtempRight = MaSAD((ii-1),1);
vSADtempRight = vSAD((ii-1),1);
%Initialize C+ Characteristic values for the calculation of the
flowfield point
ThetaSADtempLeft = ThetaSAD((ii-zz),1);
rSADtempLeft = rSAD((ii-zz),1);
xSADtempLeft = xSAD((ii-zz),1);
AlphaSADtempLeft = AlphaSAD((ii-zz),1);
MaSADtempLeft = MaSAD((ii-zz),1);
vSADtempLeft = vSAD((ii-zz),1);
DeltaTheta = 1.0; %Initialize the following loop
ThetaLast = 100;
while DeltaTheta >= 1e-10
%Calculate the position of the current point
a = tan(ThetaSADtempRight - AlphaSADtempRight);
b = tan(ThetaSADtempLeft + AlphaSADtempLeft);
c = rSADtempRight - (a * xSADtempRight);
d = rSADtempLeft - (b * xSADtempLeft);
A = [1 -a; 1 -b];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
rSAD(ii,1) = solution(1,1);
xSAD(ii,1) = solution(2,1);
%Calculate the flow properties of the current point
if ThetaSADtempRight == 0
c = ThetaSADtempRight + vSADtempRight;
A = [1 1; 1 -1];
else
c = (ThetaSADtempRight + vSADtempRight) + ((1 /...
((sqrt(MaSADtempRight^2 - 1)) -...
(1/tan(ThetaSADtempRight)))) * ((rSAD(ii,1) -...
rSADtempRight) / rSADtempRight));
end
d = (ThetaSADtempLeft - vSADtempLeft) - ((1 /...
((sqrt(MaSADtempLeft^2 - 1)) +...
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(1/tan(ThetaSADtempLeft)))) * ((rSAD(ii,1) -...
rSADtempLeft) / rSADtempLeft));
A = [1 1; 1 -1];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
ThetaSAD(ii,1) = solution(1,1);
vSAD(ii,1) = solution(2,1);
%Calculate the Mach Number at the current point
vRad = vSAD(ii,1);
MachG = 1.0;
PMtoMA %calls subprogram to find the Mach Number
MaSAD(ii,1) = Mach;
AlphaSAD(ii,1) = asin(1/MaSAD(ii,1));
if EntroCheck == 1
% Calculate the Pressure, Temperature and change in Entropy
% at the point
PressSAD(ii,1) = Pstag * ((1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-Gamma/(Gamma - 1)));
TempSAD(ii,1) = Tstag * (1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-1);
DeltaS(ii,1) = cp * log(TempSAD(ii,1)/Tstag) - Rgas *...
log(PressSAD(ii,1)/Pstag);
end
%Calculate the change in Theta for the loop
DeltaTheta = abs(ThetaLast - ThetaSAD(ii,1));
if DeltaTheta > 1e-10
ThetaLast = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
%Calculate averages of all values and replace the "temp"
%values with these. This is an approximation that the
%charactertistics are curved.
%C- Characteristic
ThetaSADtempRight = (ThetaSADtempRight +...
ThetaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
AlphaSADtempRight = (AlphaSADtempRight +...
AlphaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
MaSADtempRight = (MaSADtempRight + MaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
rSADtempRight = (rSADtempRight + rSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
xSADtempRight = (xSADtempRight + xSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
vSADtempRight = (vSADtempRight + vSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
%C+ Characteristic
ThetaSADtempLeft = (ThetaSADtempLeft + ThetaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
AlphaSADtempLeft = (AlphaSADtempLeft + AlphaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
MaSADtempLeft = (MaSADtempLeft + MaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
rSADtempLeft = (rSADtempLeft + rSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
xSADtempLeft = (xSADtempLeft + xSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
vSADtempLeft = (vSADtempLeft + vSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
end
end
zz = zz + 2;
end
% This if statement makes sure that the last point calculated in the
% flow has an r-coordinate greater than the r-coordinate of the last
% expansion point. If it doesn't the stream function solution will
% fail.
if rSAD((PointNum+NumChar),1) > rSAD((PointNum-(NumChar-1)),1)
StreamContinue = 0;
else
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StreamContinue = 1;
StepSize = StepSize + 1;
end
end
%Calculate the point that satisfies the Stream Function condition at
the last expansion point on the contour
xStart = xSAD((ii-1),1);
rStart = rSAD((ii-1),1);
ThetaStart = ThetaSAD((ii-1),1);
ThetaEnd = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
rEnd = rSAD(ii,1);
xEnd = xSAD(ii,1);
%Calculate the slope and y-intercept of the straight line that is
%approximating the characteristic between the last two calculated
%characteristic points
A = [xStart 1; xEnd 1];
B = [rStart; rEnd];
solution = A\B;
rSlope = solution(1,1); %Slope of r with respect to x
fr = solution(2,1); %y-intercept of the r line
B = [ThetaStart; ThetaEnd];
solution = A\B;
ThetaSlope = solution(1,1); %Slope of Theta with respect to x
fTheta = solution(2,1); %y-intercept of the Theta line
%Initiate values of the last point on the streamline
ThetaLast = ThetaSAD((ii-((2*NumChar)-1)),1);
xLast = xSAD((ii-((2*NumChar)-1)),1);
rLast = rSAD((ii-((2*NumChar)-1)),1);
%Calculate the x- and Theta- coordinate on the line based on the
%r-coordinate of the previous point that satisfies the stream function.
%This is avoid extra computational time due to the fact that the point
next
%point that satisfies the stream function must have an r-coordinate
greater than the previous stream line point's r-coordinate
%Calculate the position of the point the satisfies the streamline
condition
a = -tan(ThetaLast);
b = -rSlope;
c = rLast - tan(ThetaLast) * xLast;
d = fr;
A = [1 a; 1 b];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
rStreamContour(1,1) = solution(1,1);
xStreamContour(1,1) = solution(2,1);
ThetaStreamContour(1,1) = ThetaSlope * xStreamContour(1,1) + fTheta;
%Calculate the rest of the streamline points by continuing %the
calculation until the number of characteristics crossed %is equal to 1
ll = 2; %Index for stream line points
UsedChar = NumChar;
CalcContinue = 1;
if MaSAD((PointNum),1) > 4.5
StepSize = (2 * StepSize);
else
Stepsize = StepSize;
end
while CalcContinue ==1
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CharCheck = 1; %Resets the number of Characteristics calculated
kk = ii + 1;
ThetaSAD(kk,1) = ThetaSAD((kk-UsedChar),1);
vSAD(kk,1) = vSAD((kk-UsedChar),1);
xSAD(kk,1) = xSAD((kk-UsedChar),1) + ((StepSize) * DeltaX);
MaSAD(kk,1) = MaSAD((kk-UsedChar),1);
AlphaSAD(kk,1) = AlphaSAD((kk-UsedChar),1);
%Calculate the r position of the next point
rSAD(kk,1) = rSAD((kk-UsedChar),1) + (tan(ThetaSAD((kk-UsedChar),1)+...
AlphaSAD((kk-UsedChar),1)) * (xSAD(kk,1) - xSAD((kk-UsedChar),1)));
if rSAD(kk,1) > rStreamContour((ll-1),1)
CalcContinue = 0;
else
ii = ii + 1; %Increases the ii index to match kk index
%Calculate all of the points along the first "backward" characteristic
BackContinue = 1.0;
while BackContinue == 1.0
ii = ii + 1; %Increases the point index
%Initialize C- Characteristic values for the calculation of the
%flowfield point
ThetaSADtempRight = ThetaSAD((ii-1),1);
rSADtempRight = rSAD((ii-1),1);
xSADtempRight = xSAD((ii-1),1);
AlphaSADtempRight = AlphaSAD((ii-1),1);
MaSADtempRight = MaSAD((ii-1),1);
vSADtempRight = vSAD((ii-1),1);
%Initialize C+ Characteristic values for the calculation of the
flowfield point
ThetaSADtempLeft = ThetaSAD((ii-UsedChar),1);
rSADtempLeft = rSAD((ii-UsedChar),1);
xSADtempLeft = xSAD((ii-UsedChar),1);
AlphaSADtempLeft = AlphaSAD((ii-UsedChar),1);
MaSADtempLeft = MaSAD((ii-UsedChar),1);
vSADtempLeft = vSAD((ii-UsedChar),1);
DeltaTheta = 1.0; %Initialize the following loop
ThetaLast = 100;
while DeltaTheta >= 1e-10
%Calculate the position of the current point
a = tan(ThetaSADtempRight - AlphaSADtempRight);
b = tan(ThetaSADtempLeft + AlphaSADtempLeft);
c = rSADtempRight - (a * xSADtempRight);
d = rSADtempLeft - (b * xSADtempLeft);
A = [1 -a; 1 -b];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
rSAD(ii,1) = solution(1,1);
xSAD(ii,1) = solution(2,1);
%Calculate the flow properties of the current point
if ThetaSADtempRight == 0
c = ThetaSADtempRight + vSADtempRight;
else
c = (ThetaSADtempRight + vSADtempRight) + ((1 /...
((sqrt(MaSADtempRight^2 - 1)) -...
(1/tan(ThetaSADtempRight)))) * ((rSAD(ii,1) -...
rSADtempRight) / rSADtempRight));
end
d = (ThetaSADtempLeft - vSADtempLeft) - ((1 /...
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((sqrt(MaSADtempLeft^2 - 1)) +...
(1/tan(ThetaSADtempLeft)))) * ((rSAD(ii,1) -...
rSADtempLeft) / rSADtempLeft));
A = [1 1; 1 -1];
B = [c; d];
solution = A\B;
ThetaSAD(ii,1) = solution(1,1);
vSAD(ii,1) = solution(2,1);
%Calculate the Mach Number at the current point
vRad = vSAD(ii,1);
MachG = 1.0;
PMtoMA %calls subprogram to find the Mach Number
MaSAD(ii,1) = Mach;
AlphaSAD(ii,1) = asin(1/MaSAD(ii,1));
if EntroCheck == 1
% Calculate the Pressure, Temperature and change in Entropy
% at the point
PressSAD(ii,1) = Pstag * ((1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-Gamma/(Gamma - 1)));
TempSAD(ii,1) = Tstag * (1 + (((Gamma - 1)/2) *...
((MaSAD(ii,1)) ^ 2))) ^ (-1);
DeltaS(ii,1) = cp * log(TempSAD(ii,1)/Tstag) - Rgas*...
log(PressSAD(ii,1)/Pstag);
end
%Calculate the change in Theta for the loop
DeltaTheta = abs(ThetaLast - ThetaSAD(ii,1));
if DeltaTheta > 1e-10
ThetaLast = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
%Calculate averages of all values and replace the
%"temp" values with these. This is an approximation
%that the charactertistics are curved.
%C- Characteristic
ThetaSADtempRight = (ThetaSADtempRight +...
ThetaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
AlphaSADtempRight = (AlphaSADtempRight +...
AlphaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
MaSADtempRight = (MaSADtempRight + MaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
rSADtempRight = (rSADtempRight + rSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
xSADtempRight = (xSADtempRight + xSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
vSADtempRight = (vSADtempRight + vSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
%C+ Characteristic
ThetaSADtempLeft = (ThetaSADtempLeft +...
ThetaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
AlphaSADtempLeft = (AlphaSADtempLeft +...
AlphaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
MaSADtempLeft = (MaSADtempLeft + MaSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
rSADtempLeft = (rSADtempLeft + rSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
xSADtempLeft = (xSADtempLeft + xSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
vSADtempLeft = (vSADtempLeft + vSAD(ii,1)) / 2;
end
end
xLast = xStreamContour((ll-1),1);
rLast = rStreamContour((ll-1),1);
ThetaLast = ThetaStreamContour((ll-1),1);
rCheck = rSAD(ii,1);
xCheck = xSAD(ii,1);
ThetaCheck = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
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rCalc = tan(ThetaLast) * (xCheck - xLast) + rLast;
DeltaR = rCheck - rCalc;
if DeltaR > 0.0
BackContinue = 0.0;
else
BackContinue = 1.0;
end
CharCheck = CharCheck + 1; %Increases the Number of Used Chars
end
UsedChar = CharCheck; % Sets UsedChar to the correct value of the
% distance of points between any two
% "backward" calculated characteristics
%Calculate the point that satisfies the Stream Function condition
%at the last expansion point on the contour
xStart = xSAD((ii-1),1);
rStart = rSAD((ii-1),1);
ThetaStart = ThetaSAD((ii-1),1);
xEnd = xSAD(ii,1);
rEnd = rSAD(ii,1);
ThetaEnd = ThetaSAD(ii,1);
%Calculate the slope and y-intercept of the straight line that is
%approximating the characteristic between the last two calculated
%characteristic points
A = [xStart 1; xEnd 1];
B = [rStart; rEnd];
solution = A\B;
rSlope = solution(1,1); %Slope of r with respect to x
fr = solution(2,1); %y-intercept of the r line
B = [ThetaStart; ThetaEnd];
solution = A\B;
ThetaSlope = solution(1,1); %Slope of Theta with respect to x
fTheta = solution(2,1); %y-intercept of the Theta line
%Initiate values of the last point on the streamline
%Calculate the x- and Theta- coordinate on the line based on the
%r-coordinate of the previous point that satisfies the stream
%function. This is avoid extra computational time due to the fact
%that the point next point that satisfies the stream function must
%have an r-coordinate greater than the previous stream line point's
%r-coordinate
%Calculate the position of the point the satisfies the streamline
%condition.
end
end
%Calculate the point that satisfies the Stream Function condition at
the
%last expansion point on the contour
xStart = xSAD((kk-UsedChar),1);
rStart = rSAD((kk-UsedChar),1);
ThetaStart = ThetaSAD((kk-UsedChar),1);
xEnd = xSAD(kk,1);
rEnd = rSAD(kk,1);
ThetaEnd = ThetaSAD(kk,1);
%Calculate the slope and y-intercept of the straight line that is
%approximating the characteristic between the last two calculated
characteristic points
A = [xStart 1; xEnd 1];
B = [rStart; rEnd];
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solution = A\B;
rSlope = solution(1,1); %Slope of r with respect to x
fr = solution(2,1); %y-intercept of the r line
B = [ThetaStart; ThetaEnd];
solution = A\B;
ThetaSlope = solution(1,1); %Slope of Theta with respect to x
fTheta = solution(2,1); %y-intercept of the Theta line
%Initiate values of the last point on the streamline
plot(xSADcontour, rSADcontour, 'g--')
disp('MaSAD(PointNum)');
disp(MaSAD(PointNum));
disp(' ');
disp('Area Ratio');
Axisymmetric Nozzle Matlab Subroutines
PMtoAM.m
%Subroutine relates Prandtl-Meyer function to Mach-Angle %Equation and
calculates Mach number for given PM Angle
MaStart = MachG;
MaEnd = 100 * Mexit;
vError = 1.0;
while abs(vError) > 1e-10
MachG = (MaEnd + MaStart) / 2;
vCheck = (sqrt((Gamma + 1)/(Gamma - 1)))*...
atan(sqrt(((Gamma - 1)/(Gamma + 1)) *...
((MachG^2) - 1))) - atan((sqrt((MachG^2) - 1)));
vError = vRad - vCheck;
if abs(vError) > 1e-10
if vError > 0.0
MaStart = MachG;
else
MaEnd = MachG;
end
else
Mach = MachG;
end
end
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Appendix B: Expansion-Deflection Throat MATLAB code
ED_Throat.m
%% Expansion Deflection Contour as defined on
%% N. Taylor and C. Hempsell, "Throat Flow Modelling of Expansion
Deflection Nozzles," Journal of the British %% Interplanetary
%%
Society, pp. 242-250, 2004.

Gt=1;
%% Leave at 1 since it is nondimensionalized wrt Gt
theta_t=pi/3;
%% Radians
theta_i=0.18333*pi;
theta_e=0.18333*pi;
Rw=Gt*5;
Rp=Gt*5;
yd=Gt*1.5;

%% Defining centerpoints%%
ax=0;
bx= ax+(Rp+Rw+1)*sin(theta_t);
cx= bx-2*Rp*sin(theta_t+theta_i);
dx= (Rw+1)*sin(theta_t)-2*Rp*(sin(theta_t+theta_i)-sin(theta_t));
Re= dx/(sin(theta_t));
ex=0;
ey=Re+yd;
dy= Re*(1-cos(theta_t))+ yd;
ay= Re*(1-cos(theta_t))+ yd+ (Rw+1)*cos(theta_t)+2*Rp*(cos(theta_t)cos(theta_t+ theta_i));
cy= ey-(Re-Rp)*cos(theta_t);
by= ay-(Rw+1+Rp)*cos(theta_t);
Rc= ay-Rw-yd;
omegaA=
omegaB=
omegaC=
omegaD=
omegaE=

[ax,ay];
[bx,by];
[cx,cy];
[dx,dy];
[ex, ey];

%% Plot Curves%%
AxCenter = ax;
AyCenter = ay;
C_theta = 3*pi/2 : 0.01 : 3*pi/2+ theta_t+theta_e;
radius = Rw;
Ax = radius * cos(C_theta) + AxCenter;
Ay = radius * sin(C_theta) + AyCenter;
plot(Ax, Ay);
axis square;
xlim([0 10]);
ylim([0 12]);
grid on;
axis equal;
hold on
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ExCenter = ex;
EyCenter = ey;
E_theta = 3*pi/2 : 0.01 : 3*pi/2+ theta_t;
radius = Re;
Ex = radius * cos(E_theta) + ExCenter;
Ey = radius * sin(E_theta) + EyCenter;
plot(Ex, Ey);
axis square;
xlim([0 10]);
ylim([0 12]);
grid on;
axis equal;
hold on
CxCenter = cx;
CyCenter = cy;
C_theta = 3*pi/2+ theta_t : 0.01 : 3*pi/2+ theta_t+theta_i;
radius = Rp;
Cx = radius * cos(C_theta) + CxCenter;
Cy = radius * sin(C_theta) + CyCenter;
plot(Cx, Cy);
axis square;
xlim([0 10]);
ylim([0 12]);
grid on;
axis equal;
hold on
BxCenter = bx;
ByCenter = by;
B_theta = pi-(pi/2-theta_t-theta_i)-theta_i : 0.01 :pi-(pi/2-theta_ttheta_i);
radius = Rp;
Bx = radius * cos(B_theta) + BxCenter;
By = radius * sin(B_theta) + ByCenter;
plot(Bx, By);
axis square;
xlim([0 10]);
ylim([0 12]);
grid on;
axis equal;
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Appendix C: Aerospike Contour MATLAB code
Aerospike.m
% Aerospike Nozzle Contour Code as defined on
%’Approximate Method for Plug Nozzle Design’ by G. Angelino
% all non-dimensional values are non-dimensionalized by %[r_e] the exit
% radius of the spike (see Figure 1b. in the Reference)
AR = 8.951;
gamma = 1.4;
eta_b = 0.0;
% input tube inner radius (the units of this parameter determine the
units ofthe dimensional results)
t_diam = input...
("input value of tube diameter:");
A_t = pi*((t_diam/2)^2); % throat area
A_e = AR*A_t;
r_e = sqrt(A_e/pi);
M_e = AR2Mach(AR,gamma);
nu_e = Mach2Prandtl(M_e,gamma);
N = 500000;
M_vals = linspace(1,M_e,N);
AR_vals = Mach2AR(M_vals,gamma);
nu_vals = Mach2Prandtl(M_vals,gamma);
mu_vals = Mach2Mangle(M_vals);
alpha_vals = nu_e-nu_vals+mu_vals;
% non-dimensional values
l_nondim_vals = (1-sqrt(1-(AR_vals.*(1(eta_b.^2)).*M_vals.*(sin(alpha_vals)./AR))))./sin(alpha_vals);
r_nondim_vals = 1-(l_nondim_vals.*sin(alpha_vals));
x_nondim_vals = l_nondim_vals.*cos(alpha_vals);
y_nondim_vals = l_nondim_vals.*sin(alpha_vals);
Length_nondim = max(x_nondim_vals)-min(x_nondim_vals);
% dimensional values
l_vals = l_nondim_vals.*r_e;
r_vals = r_nondim_vals.*r_e;
x_vals = x_nondim_vals.*r_e;
y_vals = y_nondim_vals.*r_e;
Length = Length_nondim.*r_e;
%Plotting
% figure
% plot(r_nondim_vals,x_nondim_vals);
% xlabel('r/r_e')
% ylabel('x/r_e')
figure
plot(x_nondim_vals,y_nondim_vals,0,0,'o');
xlabel('x/r_e')
ylabel('y/r_e')
fprintf('Exit Mach number = %g \n',M_e)
fprintf('Length = %g [m] \n',Length)
fprintf('Cowl Seperation = %g [m] \n \n',min(l_vals))
fprintf('Flow Turn Angle = %g [deg] \n',nu_e*180/pi)
% Create a text file containing coordinates for input in CAD
n = 500;
m = N/n;
p = length(x_vals);
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x = x_vals(1:m:p);
y = y_vals(1:m:p);
z = zeros(1,n);
A = [x;y;z];
ContourPoints = transpose(A);
fileID = fopen('AS_8.951.txt','w');
fprintf(fileID,'%6.10f%12.10f %12.10f\n',A);
fclose(fileID);
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